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Approximate CBR Recommended Minimum Laps

>3% 300mm

>2% & <3% 500mm

>1% & <2% 600mm

<1% 750mm

This information corresponds to our current knowledge on the subject. It is offered solely to provide possible suggestions for your own experimentation.  It is not 
intended, however, to substitute for any testing you may need to conduct to determine for yourself the suitability of our products for your particular purposes.  This  
information may be subject to revision as new knowledge becomes available.  Since we cannot  anticipate all variations in actual end use conditions, Geosynthetics 
Limited makes no warranties and assumes no liabilities in connection with this information.  Nothing in this publication is to be considered as a licence to operate 
under or a recommendation to infringe any patent right.

We often get asked what the recommended laps are for geotextiles used in construction. There is a 
minimum recommended lap; However as ground conditions on site deteriorate, and the CBR figures for 
the sub-grade decrease, there is a need to increase the size of the laps. This is necessary to counter the 
anticipation of increased differential settlement. 
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We would always recommend that at least six separate area’s are tested for CBR figures across the whole 
of the proposed site area; and the worst result is the one used for any technical recommendations.
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We also get asked about how much material to allow for laps. For example if 4500m2  of ground 
needed covering; How much should be allowed for laps. Based on >3% CBR, therefore a 300mm 
minimum lap as above, each standard 4.5m x 100m roll would use 31.35m2 to lap one long (100m) 
and one short (4.5m) edge. That is a 7% requirement for laps not allowing for any deviation or 
wastage from non standard shapes/angles. Our advice and guidance would therefore allow approx 
10% for laps and wastage based on the minimum 300mm laps. For larger laps required for lower 
CBR figures this percentage will be greater. 


